
TRANCE NO 8 (Questions) 
 

Hello my friends. The energy is different tonight. We like your choice of music. How wonderful it is 
to see so many loving hearts, all willing to work with those in spirit for your fellow man.  
We would like to ask you some questions. We do not want you to answer the questions now; we 
want you to think about them first. Why are you doing what you are doing? What is it you are 
aiming for? What are you trying to achieve and how will you know when you have achieved it? 
Who are you trying to help and how will you reach them? What do you seek to gain for yourself? 
Think about these things, they are important. For they affect the growth of your own soul as well 
as others.  
You know, in order to work with us in spirit, it is not just about blending energies. It is about being 
in harmony in thought, in motive and in what you are trying to achieve. Do you fully understand 
what we are thinking? We know the answer. We know the answers to all those questions we have 
just asked you, for we see your thoughts, we see your heart. But we want you to think about it, 
not just once but many times. 
Do not seek to play with toys my friends, you have grown up, there is no need for toys. As our 
friend previously said, there are more important things to concern yourself with. Whilst we urge 
you to find happiness within your own lives, peace and harmony within, we also urge you to give a 
thought to what goes on around you. Not only with those you are in contact with, but those in 
other parts of the world. One could argue that you cannot control another, you cannot control the 
world but you do have an effect on others and on the world. For all your thoughts are a cause, 
they are an energy and do you know where that energy will come to rest and who it will touch. 
What effects it will have on your world. 
 
You are all where you are meant to be, you all have an important part to play. None of you are 
forgotten, you are all loved and you are all valued. Whilst you may come to this world many times, 
you tread this unique path only once. What would you leave behind in your wake, something to be 
proud of or something to be ashamed of? Think about these things.  
Do not just concern yourself with day to day living, for the Great Spirit will provide for all your 
needs. But try to give some thought to greater matters. There may be a limit as to what you can 
do within your world but thought is a powerful energy. Send that thought out. Can you not find 
one minute within your day to send that thought out and ask for that loving energy to reach 
someone who desperately needs it. To reach someone who has power to make changes, for 
everything in your world is a result of thought, as it is in ours.  
 
Allow the power of love within you to drive you forward. Try not to allow the earthly mind to have 
its own childish way. You are all in it together; try to work together in harmony. Try to discipline 
the mind, for the mind is like an unruly child, it needs discipline and that can take many lifetimes 
to achieve.  
 
But what a wonderful opportunity you have to learn. For you have asked for this opportunity, you 
have earned it. Grasp it with both hands. Allow the Great Spirit within you to reach out and touch 
the Great Spirit within another, to touch the Great Spirit of your planet earth. Do not place limits 
on yourself for each one of you can achieve a great deal. Try to harmonise your thoughts with 
ours.  
 
We will surround you with our love and say goodnight.  
 
 


